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Interaction of Simple Pattern Elements in Stereopsis

Abstract

James W. Rhodes

Brightness pattern disparity mediated by arrays of letters in
many of Kaufman's (1964) letter stereogiams could produce stereopsis.

The letters composing each half-view did not need to be identical in

order for stereopsis to be elicited on the basis of brightness pattern
disparity, but when the letter arrays were composed of identical random

assortments of letters, the brightness pattern disparity was weak. or

ineffective.

To investigate the possibility that the dissimilar geoL

metric shapes of the letters were disrupting brightness pattern dis-

parity, the letters carrying the brightness pattern were systematically
impoverished by decomposing then into their basic parts, defined as

vertical. horizontal, diagonal, and curved letter elements.

Sixteen

stereograms mere prepared, and these stereograms represented all unique

corfuinations of letter elements mediating brightness pattern disparity.
The stereggran having only curved and horizontal elements produced a

significantly high number of affimative reports of stereopsi§, while
the remaining. stereograms did not yield affirmative responses more
frequently than would be expected by chance.

It was concluded that

the combination of curved and horizontal letter fragments represented

perceptually non-pre-eminent geometrical stimuli in that they allowed
brightness pattern dl§parity to be effective.
'

On the other hand, con-

binations of line stimuli were thought to be pre-eminent in that
',
I

1ncongrulties among these elements jere suf f icient to override bright'

ness pattern disparity.

The implications of these results for future

research with letter stereograms and for some current neurophysiological
£1ndlngs were discussed.

Appalachian State University
When a person focuses upon a near object under normal viewing

conditions, the photic array on one

retina is displaced with respect to

a similar photic pattern fal'11ng on the other retina.

The resultant

perception is not a blurred image but an object in depth.

Charles

Wheatstone (1838) den-onstrated that this disparity of photic patterns

was itself an effective depth cue.

Wheatstone directly manipulated the

observer's experience of depth by increasing or decreasing the horizontal displacement of similar geometric figures when they were inspected
through a stereoscope.

Following Wheatstone's work, efforts have been

directed to the task of determining just what stimulus dimensions must

be disparate for binocular depth to be perceived.
The simple geometric figures used by Wheatstone (1838) contained

two potentially important stiinulus factors:

I. brightness, pfi ±±; and

2, geometric d`istribution of brightness, i.e., shape.

The relationship

between brightness and geometric shape ..has been investigated chiefly
by combining these two dimensions in various ways to determine the

extent of their interdependence and their relative contributions to
stereopsis.

In particular, disparity of identical geometric Shapes with
I

binocular brightness dif f erences and disparity of related brightnesses
with non-identical geometric f igures .have been two broad classes of
I

stimulus conditions recently explored.
The operation of geometric shape as a prepotent factor in determining stereopsis is suggested by a number of studies (Treisman, 1962;

ifl
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Pandina.& Lawson,1973) which have demonstrated that horizontal dis-

and Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) to suggest that correspondence of geometric

parity of the borders of identical geometric figures can produce stereop-

shape is neither necessary nor suf ficient for stereopsis where disparity

sis even when color or brightness information is conflicting.

of related brightnesses are present.

Treisman

(1962) noted that depth could be seen using stereograms with disparate

These authors have shown that

stereopsis can be induced in the absence of disparity of identical

rings of different colors, although binocular rivalry was present..

geometric figures; viz. ,

I, by brightness disparity with nondisparate

Pandina & Lawson (1973) found that stimulus elements geometrically

and identical arrays of geometric figures; and 2, by disparity of arrays

identical but dif fering in brightness were also capable of producing

of geometrically dissimilar figures.

depth in Panun'§ limiting case.

However, Treisman (1962) and Kaufman &

-

Pitblado (1965) also reported disruption of stereopsis when the bright-

Regarding the first condition, where geometric shape disparity

was absent, Kaufman (1964) used a stereogram on which letters of the

ness of disparate gemoetrical figures .was made to conflict strongly by

alphabet were typed so that he could readily control the properties

reversing the figure-ground brightness relatiohships in one half-view

of brightness magnitude and to some extent, geometric shape.

of their stereograms.

Thus, disparity of congruent geometric Shapes

The half-

vlews of this letter stereogram contained an identical random assortment

did not prevail over strong brightness differences.

of letters. except for an inner, middle section on each side.

The converse s'timulus situation where disparity is between cor-

These two

lamer sections of letters were all lower-case ''e's" which could carry

related brightriesses carried by non-congruent geometric shapes has been

one of two .brightness values, and, in this sense constituted a bright-

shown by Jul6sz (1963.,1964) to be capable of producing stereopsis.

ness pattern.

For

Given the brightness pattern of the inner section on the

example, Julesz has demonstrated that geometric qualities of stimuli

left half-view`, the brightness pattern on the right side was a unifom

can be modifi;d in various ways without impairing perceived depth.

lateral displacement of the brightness pattern in the right half-view.

Uniform expansion of the black elements by 20% in one half-view of his

This disparity of brightness patterns resulted in the inner section

computer generated dot-stereograms (Julesz,1963) , or rotation of one

being perceived in depth in the combined, stereoscopic view.

half-view by as much as 7® (Julesz, 1964) did not destroy depth per-

Since

ldentlcal geometric shapes were left in corresponding positions by the

ception, which was taken by Julesz to suggest the matching of poiht

'

dlsplacenent operation, disparity of brightness was concluded to be the

domains rather than individual object ,.points or congruent shapes.

basis for the depth effect.

The work of Jtilesz (1963,1964) demonstrated that departures from

However, .1t shouldbe emphasized that the
I

brightness dispari.ty was between patterns of brightness owing to the

congruence of geometric shape in the two half-views of a stereogran can

fact that the inner section of the stereogram was seen in depth as a

be tolerated without loss of stereopsis under his experimental condi-

whole. even though not all of the letters individually exhibited a

tions.

brightness disparity.

Ad.ditlonal evidence has been proffered by Kaufnan (1964) and

fl
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Kauftnan's (1964) second condition, which made use of arrays of

dissimilar letter shapes, demonstrated that corresponding letters on

either side of a letter stereogram need not be identical for stereopsis
to be produced.

Both half-views of the stereogram were composed of

ldentlcal random assortments of letters except for a corresponding inner
region in each half-view.

The inner region of one half-view contained

trladic groupings of letters, "wad," while the other half-view contained

the triads, "snp."

Unifom disparity of the inner sections resulted in .

perception of depth that was based on displacement of similar sized

letter groups and/or letter groups having similar average brightnesses

rather than identical geometrical configurations.
While disparity of individual or groups of identical geometric
shapes does not appear to be necessary for stereopsis, two additional
demonstrations by Kaufman (1964) would still seem to support its signi-

ficance in .binocular depth perception.

When the inner section of one

half-view in a letter stereograin was filled with lower-case "e's" which
haLd one of two possible brlghtnesses randomly assigned to the letters and

the other half-view contained lower-case "a's" with the same brightness

pattern a§ the "e's," then horizontal disparity of the brightness patterns of these two letter groups yielded a depth effect, but only one

set of letters was visible at a time.

The differences in the geometric
I

conflguratlons of the letters appeared to be having an influence,
although brightness disparity information was not disrupted.

The solu-

tion of the visual system to the conflict caused by the brightness

disparity being carried by dissimilar letters was to suppress one of the
two sets of letters, and as Kaufman noted, 1t was usually the nondoninant eye's vlev which was suppressed.

The apparent modifying

5

influence of dissimilar geometric stimuli was also found in another
demonstration where the inner sections of a stereogram were made up of

randomly selected letters which were alike for each half-view, and the

distribution of brightness values carried by the letters in the halfvlews was identical but laterally displaced spatlally.

Very weak

stereopsis resulted from this stlnulus Configuration, which again
suggests that geometric dif ferences were responsible for attenuated

depth..

It is this latter stimulus condition, geometric differences,

which is systenatically studied ln the current investigation.
Clearly, brightness disparity can be an effective stinulins for
stereopsis.

However, there ls a loss ln effectiveness when the bright-

aess disparity is carried by certain combinations of dissimilar geometric shapes.

Therefore, the question is:

what are the properties

of the geometric shape of the lower-case letters which make them

effective carriers of brightness pattern disparity with some conbinatlons of 1;tt€rs but not with other combinations?

Or conversely, what

chaLracteristics of geometric shape countermand brightness disparity,
i.e. , what aLre those shape properties which are perceptually pre-eminent

and override brightness disparity when these two stimulus dimensions

are placed in conflict?

In order to investigate the geometric properties

which lnay be crucial in modifying or interacting with brightness dis-

parity, four types of letter elements were 'explored in the present
investigation.

The letter stereograp§,`used, as noted above, were taken

from Kaufman (1964), `ahd consisted of inner sections containing identical

randomly selected letters exhibiting a horizontal brightness disparity.

7

Method

Observers

ensure even spacing of the letters.

Sixteen undergraduate students from various departments

at Appalachian State University were used in the experiment, and both

volunteers and persons who participated for class credit were accepted.

All observers (9s) scored at least 7 on a test of stereoscopic depth
as measured by the Bausch & Lomb Modified Orthorator (Lafeyette Instrument
Co.).

A score of 7 corresponds to a stereopsis angle of 13".

Os were

also required to possess visual acuity suf ficiently high to clearly
identify the letters and nuinbers used in the depth test.

Glasses or

prepaLred by glulng letter size squares of black construction paper

to each of two transparent pieces of plastic large enough to cover

the inner letter matrices.

Each of the 16 stereograms the subjects viewed were

photographic prints mounted on cardboard rectangles, measuring 9 by
17.8 on.

The stereographic prints measure 6.2 by 17 cm., and consisted

of lower-case black and .gray letters and letter fragments on a white
background.'' Each half-view of the stereogran contained a 20 by 40 array

The black paper chips cover those letters

which will be gray, and the overall placement of the chips was`. identi-

cal for the two transparencies except that one pattern was laterally

displaced relative to the other pattern in accordance with the brightness
pattern shift described above.

A sumary of the photographic process

for making the completed stereograms follows.

The outer letter matrix was made so that the inner letter arrays

contact lenses could be worn.
ADparatus

In addition, two masks were

could be separately printed on pieces of paper corresponding in size to
a center blank space.

A Calumat 4 by 5 View Camera with a 180 mm.

Symar S lens was used to photograph the outer letter array sixteen times,

once with each inner letter matrix insert.

An individual photograph

was also made of each of the two letter masks.

The size of the photo-

of black letters with the except.ion of an 8 by.16 center array (2.4 by

graphs were of the dimensions already specified for the stereoscopic

3.4 cm.) of black and gray letters and/or parts of letters.

prints.

The outer

or surrounding letter matrix for both half-views of all stereograms
was identical, .but the inner configuration was different for each
stereogram.

Furthermore, the center array was identical for each half-

view of an individual stereogram except for a lateral shift, in the
nasal direction, of the brightness pattern of black and gray letters
I

were made on Kotabromide No. 5g paper for each letter array negative.

The procedure for making the prints consisted in placing the negative
over a piece of photographic paper and positioning one of the letter
'

masks to cover the appropriate letters in the inner matrix.

With this

I

arrangement the paper was exposed 7;5' see. by light coming through a

ln the right side relative to those .on the left.
I

lens at F 5.6.

.,

The letter ;rrays were made with a LeRoy lettering guide
(610300-500 CL), a No. 5 LeRoy pen, and Pelikan black ink.

Once the negatives were developed, a pair of photographic prints

The letters

were printed on K & E Albanene tracing paper placed ov`er a grid to

Without disturbing the juxtaposition of the negative

and paper, the mask was removed, and the negative and paper combination

was exposed for another 7.5 see.

Another print using the same negative

was also made except that the other letter mask was used.

The two

•9

The strategy of having the 0 alternate between viewing Stereo-

8

half-views of a single stereogram resulted from this process, and by

grams with first two eyes and then one eye was to help the 0 distinguish

repeating the process wi.th the remaining negatives, all stimuli were

perceived depth based .on the monocular Cues of size and brightness

constructed (see Figure I for completed stereograms).

present in most of the stereograms and perceived depth as seen on the

basis of binocular disparity.

The selection of letters for the stereograms were copied from
Figure 6 of Kaufman (1964, p. 400).

This is not a foolproof method of

unambiguously detemining the presence of stereopsis, but was suggested

The only major deviation from

Kaufman's stereogram was in the letters belonging in the middle, inner

only as an aid.

section of each half-view.

saw depth only to have it disappear,. or saw depth in two directions

In one of the stereograms, only vertical

If an 0 indicated ambiguity in his response, i.e., he

portions of the letters in the inner region were present, although the

instead of one, he wa-s asked to look again and focus squarely on the

brightness pattern of the letters to which the fragments belong was .

inner section of the stereogram.

retained in the fragments.

was dropped from the experiment.

A second stereogran contained only horizontal

An 0 unable to give dichotomous data

The 16 stereograms used corresponded to the treatment conditions,

parts of the letters in the inner section, while the third and fourth
stereograms had only the curved or the diagonal portions of the letters,

all of which were given to each 0 in an order dictated by a balanced

respectively.

square.

Again, the letter fragments in these stereograms carried

Sixteen reports of either presence or absence of depth of any

a brightness value corresponding to the letters of which they were a

or all of the letters in the center array of each stereogram were made. .

part.

Those stereograms allowing only a'marginal depth effect were expected

Twelve additional stereograms were also made so that all unique

combinations of four letter elements could be presented, along with a

to give approximately equal probortions of af firmative and negative

"dtrmy" stimulus card.

reports of stereopsis, and stereogratns possessing either strong or very

Procedure

The Os were seated, and the height and position of the

stereoscope were adjusted to allow 0 to view the cards comfortably.
vlewlng distance of 23 cm. was employed.

A

weak depth stimli were expected to give a high or low proportion of

affirmative responses, respectively.

The instructions given to the

Results

Os were as follows:

''

''

rmen you look into the stereoscope you should see an array of
lower-case letters. You shoul.dl also notice an inner, middle
section containing some letters; or fragments of letters in
most of the cards you view. The letters and letter fragments
ln the cent'er part of the card will be either black or gray.
The task you hive is to indicate whether any of the center
letters or letter f ragment§ appear in depth by either being
in front or behind the surrounding lower-case letters. If
-you have difficulty in making a judgment, close one eye and
th.en open it to help judge any depth of the center letters.
When you have arrived at a judgment, tell me if any of the

The Cockran Q was statistically significant (p<.05 with k = 16
I

and, N = 16).

Reference to Table 1 s.h6ws that the scores for most of

the experimental S'timuli approximated an equal number of af f imative
and negative responses.

However, several points of divergence from

equality ln responses are present.

St±mull 2 (horizontals), 3 (diagonals),

center letters are in depth or if they are in the same plane
as the surrounding letters.

[1

10
11

15 (replication of Kaufman,1964, Figure 6), and 16 ("dulmy" stimulus)

perceptually pre-eminent elements--would be removed. allowing the

yielded a particularly low number of positive responses.

remaining letter parts to mediate the brightness disparity.

Stimulus 4

(curves) and stimulus 9 (curves and horizontals) provided a high number

of afflrmative reports of stereopsis.

condition with the binomial

As the data indicated, the cohoination of curved and horizontal

Evaluation of each stimulus

letter fragments allow depth to be perceived more of ten than would be

test indicated that stimulus 9 was si.gnifi-

expected by a chance level of five times in loo.

cant with A <.05, and stimulus 4 approaches the significance level

The low number of

positive responses in the replication condition would presumably be the

A t= .105).

.product of interference by rather complex geometric configurations, but

Judgments of depth were typically reported as dif f icult by most

the comparable number of low aff irmative responses to horizontal and

9s, and this my be because stereopsis was relatively weak for all

diagonal fragments does not appear to allow such an interpretation.

stimuli, including stimulus 9 which reached statistical significance.

example, both horizontal and diagonal letter elements considered

Corroborating the possibility that all stimuli allowed only weak depth

singlely may be particularly weak stimuli, but this conclusion might

was the fact that subjects scoring less than 7 on the Bausch & Lomb

imply that the combination of each of the fragtnent types with curved

Modified Orthorator test for stereopsis usually could not give

elements would allow equal numbers of positive responses; however, the

dlchotonous responses.

data do not indicate a trend in this direction.

For

Thus, the best con-

clusion to draw for the obtained data would be that all letter fragment

Discussion

stimuli produce poor or marginal stereopsis for the letters used,
Consistent with Kaufmn (.1964) , the replication produces weak

except for an interactive ef feet peculiar to the combination of hori-

stereopsis.:s.. indicated by only three affirmative reports of the inner
letter array appearing in depth.

zontal and .curved stimuli which yields strong stereopsi§.

The general hypothesis considered

This investigation of the relationship between geometric shape

ln this experiment was that the geometric forms of the letters carrying

and stereopsis based on brightness disparity would seem to have a clear

brightness disparity were interfering with stereopsis based on bright-

lmpllcation for experiments using letter stereograms.

Different letters

'

ness disparity. ` The inner letter array which carried the brightness

will have varying proportions of the letter elements as clef ined ln this

disparity was systematically impoverished
by decomposing the letter
'

experiment, and as a result, not all. letter combinations would be

''

8tlnull into various.combinations of their constituent parts. defined

predicted to be eqtially effective for stereopsis. In particular, when

.,

a9 vertical, horizontal, diagonal, and curved letter elements.

In this

brightness disparity is carried by different types of letters, the

way lt was hoped that the interfering letter fragments--i.e. , the

Strongest stereopsis would be predicted with letters having a high
proportion of curved or curved and horizontal elements.

r

Kaufman (1964)

12

13

made a stereogran in which an array of ''e's" on one side and "a's"

neglected.

occupying. corresponding positions on the other side of the card

the basis of brightness disparity, disparity of arrays of correlated

mediated a one letter-space brightness disparity.

brlghtnesses carried by highly uncorrelated or random selections of

have prominent curves.

Both of the letters

Thus, the question could be posed as to whether

Despite the capability of eliciting stereopsis solely on

single line configurations (sets of peraeptual units) results in loss

Kaufman's results could be replicated with letters containing different

of stereopsis; therefore, the evidence provided by this study lends

letter elements, such as "z's" and "x'5."

support to the conclusion that the visdal system is more responsive to

An additional point which needs to be made concerns the possi-

bility that the effectiveness of horizontal and curved letter elements
ln producing stereopsis may be limited to the context of Roman style

alphabetical characters.

Our alphabet has proportions of horizontal,

vertical, diagonal, and curved letter elements that would presuriably
not be matched in other alphabets and symbol systems.

The combination

of curves and horizontals found to be prepotent for stereopsis in this
experiment may be dependent for its ef feet upon the context provided

by the particular proportion of letter elements in a random selection of
Romn style let.ters from our alphabet.

Therefore, investigation of

geometric shape and stereopsis with other symbol characters would be

helpful in .'testing the generality of the obtained results.

Finally, the data suggest that curves function as effective
carriers of brightness disparity; further, curves do not appear to be
perceptually pre-eminent in countermanding brightness disparity.

the other hand, single lines are perceptuaily pre-eminent.

On

There is

psychophysical (Pritchard, Hem, & Hebb, 1960) and neurophysiological
(Hubel & Weisel, 1`96£) data which support the contention that single

lines may be considered perceptual units.

Therefore, the perceptual

pre-eminence of single lines is co.nsistent with this systematic viewpoint, and'the role of such pefceptual units in stereopsls can not be

arrays of single lines than to arrays of brightnesses.
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The line drawings employed ln much of the early research done on

stereoscopic depth contain two stimulus factors, brightness and shape,

or geometric distribution of brightness, which continue to be of interest
ln studies of perception.

Past as well ;s contemporary researchers have

been aware of the potentially dlf ferent contributions brightness and
Appendix 3

Contemporary Research on the Physical Stimulus

Basis for Stereop§is

geometric shape could make to stereopsis, and recent literature indicates a renewed interest in,how these and other stimulus factors can
aLffect stereoscopic depth perception:

Imglnative use of computers and numerous advances in sensory

neurophysiology have made a re-examination of stereoscopic stimuli

profitable.

Not only has attention been given to brightness and Shape

aspects of traditional stereoscopic stimuli, but new ways of conceptualizing these stimulus dimensions have come about, notably in the work
of Bela Julesz and Lloyd Kaufman.

Julesz has employed computer gener-

ated randomdot stereograms in his investigation of stereoscopic
phenomena,. ;hd he has proposed that the relevant stimulus factors

operating in stereopsis involve the matching of point domains with

similar disparities.

The Operations possible with dot collections

whose statistical properties can be well controlled have demonstrated
the visual systen's capacity for responding to a wider range and complexity of stimuli than had been heretofore knoun.

Kaufman has used

stereograns similar to those of Julesz's, b,ut letters of the alphabet
replace dots.

The size and perceptably apparent regions of brightness
I

'

characteristic of these letters is r€miniscent of traditional line
.,

stimuli, but the range. of phenomena obtainable with line stimuli has
been extended by Kaufnan's inventive use of letter matrices.

The data

gathered with the use of letter stereograms have been interpreted by

2
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Kaufman as suggesting the vital, if not necessary and sufficient, role

as convergence and accommodation are not included, and most of the

of relative brightness coupled with phase dif ferences between correlated

theory attempting to account for the conversion of horizontally dis-

stimulus .patterns .

parate stimuli into depth information will likewise be excluded.

To obtain an overview of some of the research into the stimulus

The majority of the studies considered suggests that the effective

conditions for §tereopsis, three main topics will be considered:

stimulus basis for stereopsis consists of binocularly correlated arrange-

1, brightness factors; 2, phase differences; and 3, point domains.

ments of brightness and geometric shape' stimuli, where the stimulus

First, brightness factors will be discussed in tens of absolute bright-

array presented to one eye contains a horizontal displacement relative

rie8s, brightness direction, and contrast-ratio, with an emphasis on the

latter two.

to the contralateral array.

The literature on brightness direction will be broken down

into two main divisions :

and geometric shape are only broad parameters, and the precise manner

stimulus conditions where brightness relation-

ln which these dimensions are involved in stereopsis is the subject of

ships on one side of a stereogran are opposite those on the other side

most contemporary research on stereoscopic depth perception.

and stimulus conditions in which brightness directions for corresponding

Brightness

parts of a stereogran are dif ferent but where brightnesses are not

dianetrically opposite.

In addition, a distinction will be drawn

Binocular viewing of identical but horizontally displaced black

between the brightness characteristics of individual Stimulus elements
and of overa.11 brightness patterns fomed by stimulus elements.

figures on a white background manifests shape a§ well as brightness

A

factors preseitly investigated in stereoscopic depth perception.

presentati`on of the data concemipg geometric shape will be included

ratlo of brightness between figure and ground, and brightness direction

An exanination

(1.e., whether a figure is either darker or lighter than its ground).

of certain literature in binocular rivalry and grouping ef feces pertalnlng to stereopsis will also be presented.

Most research indicates that identity of absolute brightness of stimuli

Next, a consideration of

ls not necessary for stereop§is, while contrast-ratio and brightness

Kaufman and other's investigations of phase' differences will be given.

direction are the more critical factors.

Finally this review will be concluded with i discussion of Julesz's

I'n addition, some correlation

of geometric patterning of brightness .5eens to be necessary, although

•'
I

concept of difference fields between point domains.

a precise statement of its lnf luence on stereoscopic depth appears to

.,

The lnformatioh.covered by these three categories is given ln

be lacking.

an effort to delineate current research on the physical, extemal stlmull
for stereoscopic depth vision.

The

brightness .characteristics considered are absolute brightness, contrast-

with corments on.brightness since these two st:imulus parameters are

usually treated together in most of the papers reviewed.

However, relative position, brightness,

Stereoscopic stimuli need not have the same absolute brightness,

Consequently, physiological stimuli such

but the ext.ent to which "agreelient" or similarity.anong brightness is

f
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required is not yet clear.

Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) noted that when a

one half-view and outlines of an opposite brightness in the other,

letter stereogran normally producing stereopsis was inspected with an

stereopsis. could not be observed.

achronatic filter placed over one eye, the perception of depth was not

elements opposite ln brightness did not permit even weak stereopsis

destroyed.

when binocularly combined, Julesz (1963, 1964) fo.und that expanding a

Thus, identity of absolute brightness was not required to

Furthermore, although solid picture

be present, but when the brightness direction of figure and ground .were

portion of an opposite brightness contrast stereogram having either

reversed in a letter stereogram, so that the half-views were comple-

solid picture elements or outlines i.n bo,th half-views did in fact allow

mentary ln brightness, stereop§is was inhibited, even though depth

stereoscopic depth to be per'ceived.

cues |n the fom of letter disparity were present (Kaufman & Pitblado,

results with either solid picture elements or outlined shapes in both

1965).

half-views were a function of spatial density, where increased spatial

The complementary brightness condition present in a random-dot

stereogram was also destructive of stereopsis (Julesz,1963).

However, there are circumstances in which opposite brightness

Julesz (1963) proposed that these

density reduced the vividness of stereopsis.

When solid picture

elements were present in one half-view and opposite brightness outlines

relationships between half-views of a stereogran will allow stereopsis.

were ln the other, positional alignment of stimulus element borders was

Heltholtz (1865) constructed a stereogram containing a simple geometric

cited as the de.teminer of stereopsis, and misalignment disrupted

figure portrayed by white lines on a black background in one half-view,

stereopsis

while the other half-view contained an identical figure of black lines

(Julesz,1963).

These studies of brightness direction did not conclusively

placed on a. white ground and laterally displaced with respect to the

indicate what factors allowed stereopsis to obtain under opposite

white line figure.

brightness conditions.

In spite of the brightness differences, stereopsis

Julesz (1963) replicated Helmholtz's (1865)

occurred, which. Hellnholtz attributed to similarity of the line figures.

observation .that stereopsis was obtainable with opposite brightness

Results appearing to corroborate those of Hellnholtz's were obtained

line stimuli, but Julesz (1963) additionally reported that weakened

by Kaufman & Pitblado (1969).

stereopsis occuried with increased spatial density of line stimuli in

Opposite brightness contrast disks of

identical shape were shown to produce depth perception when horizontally

his random-picture element stereogram.

disparate, although the authors were hesitanit to cite shape similarity

stereopsis with opposite brightness pictureielements, defined by

as the relevant stimulus property.

homogeneous areas of brightness, was not explained by spatial density

Jul€sz (1963) has shown that when

I

I

clusters of black elements in a random-dot §tereogram, which contained
.,

Nonetheless, the absence of

of stimuli.

Insofar as Kaufman & Pitblado'§ (1965) groups of identical
!

only black and white. dots, were replaced by an outline, and these out-

but opposite brightries§' letters qualify as line stimuli, their failure

lines ln one half-view were of a brightness opposite those in the other

to find stereopsls with these stimuli would appear to conflict with

half-view, weak stereopsis was obtainable; but if dots were present in

Helmholtz (1865) and Julesz (19.63).

The failure of Treisman (1962) to
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obtain depth with opposite brightness stereograms may have been an

artifact resulting from the use of a stereoscopic viewer, where convergence and accomodation were not ln complete agreement (Kaufman &
Pltblado,1969).

However, there was no mention by Kaufman & Pitblado

(1965) that their report of no stereopsis, resulting from disparit;
between opposite brightness letter groups could be accounted for in

tens of stereoscopic viewing conditions.

Therefore. these results

with ?ppo§ite brightness stereograms suggest the following:

I, the

difference between shapes defined by outlines and those defined by

homogeneous areas of brightness ls as important as spatial density in

detemining whether stereopsis will occur; and .2, since other findings
(e.g. , Kaufman,1964b) support the importance of geometric shape ln

stereopsis, research is needed to clarify ,whether some shapes. carry

more brightness infomation than others or whether opposite brightness
conditions merely weaken shape disparity information rather than

entirely negating it.
'..

and Treisman (1962) have concerned 'brightness direction and contrast-

ratlo ln non-complementary brightness stereograms , and these authors

have emphasized the importance of relative brightness as an important

deteminer of their results, although their work does not appear to
conclusively dembnstrate the exclusive staths of relative brightness
Relat.|Ve brightness is a concept

denoting two stimulus .properties, contrast-ratio and sign or direction
of brightness.

Moreover, these two stimulus properties are interrelated ln their
effect on stereopsis, as Trelsman (1962) .has amply illustrated.

TWo figures may have the same sign of brightness, i.e.,

both are generally `lighter or darker than their backgrounds, but differ
ln the amount of contrast they have with regard to their backgrounds.

Treismn

s.eparately studied chromatic and achromatic rings. which were laterally

displaced relative to one another and were viewed stereoscopically.

Subjects reported depth when the direction of intensity difference
betiveen the rings and their backgrounds were of the sane direction in

each half-view.

Furthermore, the larger and more similar these intensity

differences were, the Stron.ger and more reliable was the depth effect;

1n other words, the stronger and more similar brightness contrast-ratios
provided the most consistent depth reports.

The use of letter stereograms allows brightness to be varied as
in the ring s.timuli used by Treisman (1962).

Moreover, since similar

shapes were used in Treisman's study, the possibility exists that the
sinllaLr geometries of the rings was a factor contributing to the results ..

obtained by varying brightness, i. a. , brightness and shape were confounded.

The investigations of Kaufinan (1964b), Kaufman & Pitblado (1965),

as the stimulus for stereopsis.
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Letter stereograms oJercome this difficulty to some extent by

allowing shape ..to be varied along with brightness by the choice of

letters used to carry the brightness.

Lloyd Kaufman and his co-worker.

Colin Pitblado, have done a number of studies in an effort to see

whether brightness factors alone are the basic stimuli for stereoscopic
depth.

Several experiments by Kaufnan (1964b) tend to show that stere'

opsls can take place when geometric forln ls either held constant or
'

when, dissimilar geometric forms are superimposed stereoscopically.

In

these studies Kaufmdn (1964b) concluded that lateral disparity of

dlscrlminable brlghtne§s patterns could produce stereopsis where geo-

metric form disparity was thought to be absent or ineffective.
Subsequently, Kauftnan & Pitblado (.1965) attempted to demon;trace the
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exclusive role of relative brightness in stereopsis.

Kaufman &

Pltblado (1965) stated that similarity of relative brightness between

disparate elements was the effective stimulus basis for stereopsis, but

the possibility must be considered that in many of their studies they

are committed to the view of relative brightness pattern disparity

instead of just relative brightness. disparity between individual
stimulus elements.

•

Considering the foregoing studies in greater detail, Kaufman

(1964b) made use of letter stereograms which were constructed so that

a middle, inner section of letters in each half-view was surrounded
by an identical set of randomly chosen letters.

The middle array was

manipulated in various ways so that a brightness pattern disparity was

present with different letter combinations.

The term, "pattern," is

used because not all letters in the arrays exhibit brightness disparity,
but typicall.y, the whole, stereoscopically combined array is involved
in depth when stereopsis is present.
Kaufinan `(1964b) was able t.a hold shape constant by typing lower-

case "e's" on corresponding parts of the inner section of a letter
stereogran.

By uniformly displacing one of the brightness patterns

relative to the other in a horizontal direction, depth was perceived

ln a direction appropriate to the cross of the brightness disparity
even though identical forms were superimpos:d, i.e. , there was no dis-

parity of geometric forms.

If a brigh.t'ness pattern disparity of the

type just described: i; used with two different sorts of corresponding

letters, depth will also be perceived.

The letter varieties used were

lower-case "a's" add "e's" with only one variety in either half-view.
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and only one set of letters was perceived at a time, which indicated
that depth was experienced in the presence of suppression of one of the

inner letter arrays.
Thus, Kaufman (1964b) has shown that depth can occur, in the

absence of geometric fom disparity, where the letters of a letter
stereogram are identical in shape or when they are uniformly dissimilar.

If the brightness pattern disparity is carried by a random array of
letters in one half-view and a set of letters of one sort (e's) in. the
other half-view, stereopsis can also occur.

However, if both inner

sets 6f letters are identical but randomly chosen, subjects typically
report marginal or attenuated depth. 1

With the latter stereogran there

was disparity of two identical brightness patterns carried by dis-

similar letters. and the letter differences appeared to be interfering
with perceived depth.

The dif ference between this stereogram and the

fomer one may be that shape differences in the superimposed, dissimilar

letters were .not as great on the average or that the shape cliff erences
were more unifom.

In both cases, however, the shape differences

between the two half-views, which interfered least with stereopsis,
occurred when the shapes of the letters within at least one monocular
vlev mere highly correlated.

Kaufman (1964b) hypothesized that the

relevant dif ference between these two stereogralns was that a monocularly

dlscriminable brightness pattern was present in one and not in the other.
Jule§z's work would appear to weigh against this interpretation since
'

.,

[Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) stated that the depth produced by this

stereogram varied among subjects, with Some reporting the inner square

in depth as a whole while others saw letters lying behind a veil-like
surface. Intermediate judgments were also reported.

In this case, dlsslmilar lette+§ ryere superimposed and non-disparate,

Fl
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random-dot stereograms can be depthful without any evident similarities

ln the brightness patterns of the two half-views.
Kauflnan & Pitblado (1965) have done additional studies in an

effort to separate brightness and geometric form properties and to

show that relative brightness can account for the results obtained with
both.

In one study a letter stereogram.was constructed so that the

middle section of both half-views exhibited a letter disparity opposite
their. brightness disparity.

As ln the demonstrations of Kaufnan (1964b),

this Prightness disparity was one of brightness patterns since only
some of the elements exhibited brightness disparity while others were

identical in brightness.

Although the direction of depth perceived by

mat subjects was ambiguous and could shift from one direction to the

other, the inner array as a whole was depthful.

If only brightness

disparity of individual letters were involved, corresponding letters
ldentlcal in..brightness would. not have gone into depth along with the

disparate ones.
Kaufman `(1974) has propose.d that convergence mediates the di•".

rectlonof depth in the ambiguous stereogram of Kaufman & Pitblado (1965)

by allowing the observer to focus his attention on either type of disparity.

This interpretation is consistent with the account Kaufman &

Pltblado (1965) give of the phenomenon.

The authors proposed that
I

geometric shape disparity was a mlsalignment between identical letters
or parts of letters (whether black or. .g'ray) less bright than the white
background.

Brightne;s pattern disparity was then suggested to occur

between groups of letters of similar areal brightness, i.e., between

clusters of black letters or between clusters of gray letters regardless
of what letters composed the clusters.

In both cases, however,. the
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stimulus condition was relative brightness pattern disparity, since not
al.1 elements of the patterns were themselves dispa.rate.
Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) also stated that only the sign of

brightness was crucial in interpreting the nature of the disparities in
their ambiguous stereogram, and it is therefore dif f icult to represent

Chelr position with certainty.

As was stated earlier. relative bright-

ness contains the notloh of both brightness direction and contrast-ratio,
and. the ef fects of these two factors are not always synonymous (Treisman,

1962).

Thus. clusters of letters with "similar" areal brightness and a

mere correspondence of brightness sign are two different concepts, with

the fomer being one of a number of possible instances of the latter.
Before considering the thesis of Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) con-

cerning relative brightness in more detail, other experimental evidence
supporting it..should be mentiohed.

The left side of a letter stereo-

gran was composed of black, upper-case letters r?ndomly. chosen and which

alternated wit.h.. groups of lower-case, gray "e's."

The right side con-

tained only groups of small, gray "e's," corresponding to the upper-case

letters on the left side, and blank spaces corresponded to ''e's" on the

left side.

Additionally, the "e's"-only or right side was made disparate

by one letter-Space in regard to the side containing mixed letters.

In

'

this stereogran Kaufman & Pltblado (1965) predicted that if absolute
',

brightness and geometric form were the ±allent stimulus factors for
stereopsis, no deptri should occur since corresponding letter groups

contained letters dissimilar in type and in absolute brightness.

If

relative brightness was critical, then depth should have occurred,

owing to the fact that the capital. letters were darker thai their background and so were the' .corresponding "e's."

Kaufman & Pltblado (1965)
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also formed their prediction on the basis of relative brightness pattern

disparity occurring at the letter group level, since the letters within

half-view with a middle section of lower-case "1's" and "o's" surrounded

Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) found that depth occurred in the.above

by a random assortment of letters which was also present on the lef t

letter group stereogram, and the authors concluded that the relative

side; the left side had a middle array of "='s" and "v's" whose position

Nonetheless, it appears that one

potentially important factor, position, confounded their results.

corresponded to "1's" and "o's" on the contralateral side.

The

"e"-groups on the right side were spatially closer to the capital letters
than to contralatera.1 "e"-groups on the left side.

was riot depthful.

bias of capital letters and contralateral "e"-groups weakened the inter-

effect was lost in the random assortment condition.

Tfro other studies by Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) were done to sub-

of a letter stereogram contained a random distribution of lower-case
"1's" and "o's," and the left side contained "1's" and "o's" also,
except for a'middle section of "='s" and "v's."

The "='s" and "v's" on

the left side corresponded to "l's" and "o's" respectively, so that

letters of similar length occupied analogous positions in the stereogram.

The important point of this stereogram was to control for the
I

possible cue of disparity of subjective contours fomed by letters
',

occupying about the same amount of space regardless of what type of

lower-case letter considered.

By making the left inner array of "='s"

and "v's" disparate by one letter-space to the corresponding right side,
depth was obtained when the card was stereoscopically viewed.

Kaufman &

Pitblado (1965) maintained that .subjective contour ,disparity was not

Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) maintained that in the

overall brightness was greater than that of their surround, and this

the obtained results.

The right side

However, random arrangement of these inner letters

first two cases disparity was between center areas of letters whose

pretation that relative brightness was the single, decisive factor in

stantiate their proposal for the exclusive role of relative brightness

Stereopsis

was obtainable whether ''1's" corresponded to "='s" and "o's" to "v's,"

or the reverse.

This positional

disparity as the basic stimulus for stereoscopic depth.

letter groups of correlated brightness was.
The second study made use of a stereogram containing a right

the groups were expected to act in concert and not individually.

brightness hypothesis was supported.-

shorn to be a necessary factor in stereopsis and that disparity of

.

However. Kaufman

& Pitblado (1965) did not present a reproduction of their stereogram,

and lt is dlf fidult to know whether the random assortment condition

had its disruptive ef feet on stereopsis because the patterning of
brightness .elements was destroyed or because discriminable areas of
brightness were h.ot maintained by the scrambling operation.

Finally,

the authors did not coment on the size that areas of similar average
brightnes.s must have in order for depth to be perceived.

The studies reviewed on brightness stimuli in stereopsis have

pointed to the i.mportance of relative brightness disparity, but relative
brightness neither appears to completely
account for all of the experi'

mental results, nor has its place ln pattern disparity been fully
specified.

The demonstrations of Kaufnan (1964b) have indicated that

correlation of geometric shape within a monocular view may be as

important.for stereopsis as relative brightness disparity.

Treislnan's

I
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The dif ficulties encountered with an attempt to show that bright-

(1962) work did not rule out the contribution of similar shapes in the

production of stereopsis, and since depth was reported with stimuli

ness ls more important than geometric shape may lie in the fact that

sinllarly colored but opposite in brightness contrast, relative bright-

both factors are difficult to separate from one another.

ness would not appear to be the only factor responsible for perceived

stimilus used may well determine which of these factors is more important.

depth.

The apparent change in the relative importance of stimulus factors, such

Kaufnm (1964b) and Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) have demonstrated

The type of

the effectiveness of relative brightness, but only as it operated in

as brightness direction and contrast-ratio, geometric shape, and group-

forring group or overall pattern disparity.

ing, according to the type of stimulus employed nay eventually be

The possibility that geo-

netri6 form may have been crucial in defining these groups or patterns

understood ih tens of receptor and sensory processing, function, and

has net been ruled out by their work--e.g., patent stereopsis was not

structure.

obtained with brightness pattern disparity mediated by a random selection
o£ letters (Kaufman.1964b).

The effects of similarity of average

Binocular rivalry

The discussion of stimuli capable of producing

stereopsis has thus far dealt primarily with those conditions where the

brightness (or contrast-ratio) and of corresponding direction of bright-

binocular per'cept is relatively stable, and although diplopia has been

ness have not been independently assessed, and they remain confounded

present, patent binocular rivalry has not been present in most of the

in Kaufmn & Pitblado's (1965) results.

demonstrations.

Moreover, the majority of

Stereoscopic stimuli can be dissimilar enough for a

denonstratio'ns cited by Kaufman & Pitblado (1965) did not conclusively

perceptible alteration in dotni`nance. of monocular images to be experi-

rule out the importance of geometric shape. since letters of approxi-

enced.

mtely equal brightness were also similar in fom.

spatial dimensions will be seen as a single, fused image when binocularly

In one case,

For example, two rectangular bars of identical brightness and

Kaufman & Pltblado (1965) did not obtain §tereopsis with disparit`y

viewed, deperidlngupon the brightness of their backgrounds or their

between identical but opposite brightness letter groups.

Orientation.

Later, the

Typically, boundaries of stimuli perpendicular to one

authors (Kaufman & Pitblado, 1969) reported perceived depth with opposite

another in binocular combination will exhibit binocular rivalry at

brightness stereograms.

their intersections.

This casts doubt on whether shape disparity
I

can be entirely dismissed as an effective stimulus for stereopsis.

Of

Wallach & Adams (1953) have additionally shown
I

that congruent figures of identical absolute brightness could be per•'

the studies done by Kaufman & Pitblado.{1965) , one involving shapes of

ceived as rivalrous if their backgrounds were suf ficiently dif ferent in

slmllar length but different orientation would seen to be the strongest

brightness, even tho:ugh viewing of these backgrounds without the figures

evidence against the necessity of binocular shape congruence, similar

present was not rivalrous.

shape boundaries coinciding.

presence of binocular rivalry, but the stimulus conditions allowing

Stereoscopic depth can be seen in the

such perception have not been exhaustively specified.
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Hochberg (1964) has demonstrated that horizontal lines placed

over one side of a stereogram effectively disrupted stereopsis, even
under conditions where the complexity of each half-view was made com-

parable.

Binocular rivalry at stimulus boundari;s can inhibit stereop-

sis, but similar rivalry in other stimulus dimensions does not always
have a corresponding effect.

Creed. (1935) found that stereoscopic

inspection of postage stamps differing somewhat in color (green vs.

broun) and outline detail (shading done with thin lines vs. brightness

intenslties) revealed that while lines prevailed over shading, binocular
mixing of colors took place.

In Creed's experiments, the stamps were

not horizontally disparate, but his work did show the possibility of
one stimulus. dimension conbinlng while a suppression and dominance
relationship was present in another.

A recent study by Kaufman (1964a)

has Shown that color rivalry between the backgrounds of a stereogram

did not inhibit .depth percept.ion of disparate letter groups.

Treisman

(1962) has reported similar results by using stereograms with disparate
rings of differ`ent colors.

Depth was experienc.ed in the presence of

color rivalry,`. wh`ich in a number of cases, was accompanied by diplopia.

Similar experiments by Treisman (1962) with brightness differences
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Grouping

The perceptual grouping or sorting of stimulus objects

has notably been studied by Gestalt psychologists, and these researchers
have proposed a nuinber of laws delineating the basic types of grouping
phenomena.

Recently, the study of perceptual grouping has been extended

by investigators of stereoscopic depth.

For example, horizontal dis-

parity among identical stimuli confound§' the congruence of geometric

patterning with the somewhat broader notion of similarity in the group-

ing of. stimulus objects.

Thus, the possibility exists that grouping

criteria, as opposed to shape identity, may provide a more extensive

way to predict what stimuli, when laterally displaced, will yield
stereoscopic depth.

Kaufman (1964b) found that disparity between the

trladlc groupings, ''wad" and "snp," produced stereopsis even though the

groups had no letters in comon.

Disparity of letter groupings of

c`orresponding size (i.e. , groups composed of either "short" or "tall"

letters) als.q produced stereopsis, even when the letters comprising
these groups were independently Selected for each half-view of the
stereogran (Kaufman & Pitblado, 1;65).

While.` disparity of comparable groupings of stimuli does appear

to be effective for stereopsis, a more complete understanding of group-

between identica.1 figures on either side of a stereogran suggested

ing factors depends on the specification of a precise criterion for

that such differences accompanied by binocular rivalry were disruptive

identifying a given instance of grouping as to type.

to stereopsis only when the brightness relationships between the figures

to brightness similarity is not independent `of geometric distributions

and their backgrounds were opposite.

.rience, stimuli which are incom'

E

Grouping according

of brightness couposing the grouping. . '±n a letter stereogram containing

patible in the sense. of producing binocular rivalry do not bear a

a nlddle array of lower-case ''e's" surrounded by a random assortment

uniform relationship t6 the presence or absence of stereoscopic depth.

of letters in either half-view, Kaufman (1964b) found that when these

Nonetheless, Kaufman (1964a) has provided evidence for binocular rivalry

''e's" carried one of two brightness values randomly assigned to the

as the basis of binocular perception of form.

letters and .this pattern of brightnesses was uniformly shifted in one
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half-view, the inner array of letters was seen in depth, although

disparity as well as non-disparate stimulus relations within the purview

ldentical` letter foms were superimposed.

of stereoscopic phenomena.

Here, the grouping was

Kaufman (1965) has proposed this position

between letters and clusters of letters having the same brightness;

ln his studies of stereoscopic depth.

however, when this same grouping by brightness relationships existed

imposed stimuli can be perceived as depthful if their positions within

with random letters carrying the brightness, stereopsis was reported to

slmllar frames of reference are different, and this positional difference

be very weak (Kaufman,1964b).

has a horizontal component.

Moreover, grouping £±£ ±g may be out-

weighed by more pervasive and conflicting Stimulus conditions.

Dis-

A set of identical and super-

Thus, Kaufman maintains that phase differ-

ence is a broader concept than border disparity, since, in his view,

parity in corresponding grouping§ of lower-case "e's" 1n which the

both border disparity and identical, superimposed stimuli can produce

figure-ground brightness relationships for each half-view were opposite

phase differences.

completely inhibited stereopsis (Kaufman & Pitblado,1965).

Therefore,

grouping along one sti"lus dimension, e.g. , geometric shape, was not

clearer, several demonstratlohs given by White (1962), Kaufman (L965),
Lawson & Gulick (1967), and Lawson & Mont (1967) will be reviewed.

independent of other stimulus properties, e.g. , brightness and spatial
proximity. which could also be present.

Kaufnan (1964b,.1965) and

In order to make the idea of phase difference

A letter stereogram was constructed by Kaufman (1965) in which

identical assortments of letters on either half-view were in correspond-

Kaufnan & Pitblado (1965) have already contributed exciting research on

ing positions.

the perceptual effects of distriminable grouping or patterning.

right side by a row of randomly chosen letters; the left and upper

The

.The left.letter tnatrix was flanked at the bottom and

work of Julesz and others, which.will be discussed in the section on

boundary of the right half-view letter group was also flanked by a row

point domains, has extended and modified our knowledge of those coli-

and column of. independently chosen letters.

dltions where patterning i§ not monocularly discriminable but where

existed in the stereogram, the center array of letters was seen in

the results of patterning are apparent in the binocular percept.

depth.

Phase Diff erences
''

Related to the thesis that relat,ive brightness disparities are

While no letter disparity

Kaufman's interpretation of this depth effect consisted in

supposing that the two (correlated) inner letter groups were out of

phase with respect to each other's frame (the position of the adjacent
'1

monocular letters).

'

Evidently, the vertical colums of letters were
•'

the stimulus basis for stereopsis is the concept of phase difference.

the `critical part of the reference fr'ahe, since a uniocular colum on

Phase differences dtcur when correlated sets of corresponding stimuli

the lateral side of.. one letter matrix only also produced depth.

oc.cupy dif ferent positions with respect to a similar frame of reference.

Furthermore, Kaufman (1965) reported that subjects perceived the

If correlated stimuli are ones which have the same relative brightness,

the property of relative brightness can be extended to include border

.,

greatest magnitude of depth for binocular columns closest to the
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uniocular colum, with diminishing depth occurring with distance away

colums of letters appeared in depth.

from the .uniocular column.

of letters were not in register, they ocoupied different places in

To determine whether binocular letter arrays will go into depth

When the disparate inner arrays

regard to a similar frame of reference, the background of "A's."

Align-

ln the presence of uniocular colurms where the binocular letters are

ment of the inner letter arrays placed the two uniocular colurms out

different for either half-view, the following letter stereogram was

of phase with regard to the frame of reference formed by the middle

made.

letter arrays, and the colums were seen in depth as a result.

A group of corresponding, identical binocular letters were

flanked on either side by a group of letters dissimilar for either

With correlated backgrounds, identical patterns made of "A's"

half-.view. .These dissimilar binocular letters were juxtaposed by a

and "W's" appeared in depth only when horizontally displaced.

laterally placed colum of uniocular letters on .either side of the

observed depth effects were dif ferent when the backgrounds of either

binocular letters.

side of a stereogram were dissinilar.

Subjects reported only the identical binocular

The

One background was made of "T's,"

letters as being in depth, while the dissimilar binocular letters

and the other of "A's."

reqmined in the same depth plane as the uniocular letters.

sections were in registration or made disparate, with the borders of

This

Regardless of whether the identical inner

effect occurred when the uniocular image on one side was as much as

the background coinciding, the middle array of letters w'as seen in

four degrees of visual arc f ron the binocular letter array.

depth.

According

Kaufman .(1965) proposed that when the correlated sets of inner

to Kaufman (1965) , both monocular and dissimilar binocular letter

letters were..d.isparate, they were also out of phase with the overall

groups provided 'the framework for the phase difference of the identical

outlines of the backgrounds whicri were aligned.

binocular lette+s.

sections of letters in register made them out of phase with dissimilar

A firial study done by Kaufman (1965) in support of his phase

`difference theory involved two letter stereograms.

The background of

Placing the inner

monocular and binocular columns of letters.

Other results with phase differences also suggest that the size

one of the stereogram§ was composed of all upper-case ''A's" on both

and nuhoer of stimulus elements may be critical for §tereop§is.

half-views except for a middle array of capital ''E's" and "W's" in

(1962) found that stereopsis was uncertain or non-reliable if the back-

either half-view.

Uniform displacement of one of these middle letter

groups yielded stereoscopic depth.

'

I

Hoir'ever, if the disparate sections

White

grounds of a dot stereogram contained a. random arrangement of dots for
•1

each half-view, where the dots were o.f 'one of two brightnesses (black

of letters were.brought into correspondence so that the outer section

or white) and the i.hner, middle region of each half-view was a display

of "A's" were no longer in register, the middle section of letters was

of correlated but disparate elements.

perceived in the same plane of depth as the background except for the

inner regions were placed within coinciding but uncorrelated back-

two monocular columns on either side of the background; those nonocular

Thus, correlated and disparate

grounds as in one of Kaufnan's (1965) letter stereograms, althoingh
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1thlte's dot stereogram had smaller and more numerous stimulus elements.

The differences among dot and letter stimuli, especially along the
dlmenglon§ of size and number as well as geometric shape, may affect

stereopsls in different ways, and to be sufficiently general, the phase
dlf ference notion needs to be extended to account for these stimulus

dlf ference§ .
The demonstrations proffered by Kaufman (1965) to illustrate the

operation of phase differences in stereopsis.contained a set-of cor-

related stimuli occupying different positions in sinllar frames of
reference.

Lawson & Gulick (1967) showed that the phase difference

notion applied equally well to identically shaped homogeneous areas of

brightness having laterally different locations in comparable stimulus
franevorks.

Either half-view of a stereogran was conpos6d of two dot-

outlined squares.with a smaller square within a larger one.

By deleting

the right vertical border of the inner square in the left half-view and
the left vertical border of the i.nner Square ln the right half-view,
identically shaped background areas were dif ferently located in the
othervlse identical and corresponding stimulus configurations of the
two sides .of the stereogram.
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were not present, thereby corroborating Kaufmn's (1965) observation

of the importance of lateral phase differences.

ences can accrue from differential location of sets of figural stimulus
elements as well as planar regions within similar frameworks. where

the position of the vertical portions of the frameworks are of particu1ar inportance.

•.The evidence for phase dif ferences clearly renders spatial

disparity of boundaries a non-necessary condition for stereopsis, but
correlation of stimulus groups has not been shown to exclude the

requirement of congruence or similarity of geometric shape except
where planaLr regions of homogeneous brightness are employed, as in
the §tereograms of Lawson & Gulick (1967).

Were anomalous since they did not correspond to an objective change of
`'

brightness intensity. Comparable findings were obtained with a circular
',

configuration instead of a square one; bith the additional result that
the planar region abpea.ring in depth had outwardly curved vertical
.,

edges but straight horizontal edges.

Furthermore, Lavson & Mont (1967)

found these depth ef fects with square and circular dot configurations
Were repllcable even when the horizontal portions of the inner I lgure

Dissimilar binocular

letters may function as a frame of reference, perhaps by foming an

overall outline against which correlated stimuli are located.

Like

the conclusions` drawn from a.review of other studies incorporating

letter stereograms, geometric shape has not been excluded as a relevant

basis for stereopsis, but neither has its contribution been clearly
delineated.

Subjects reported depth of a square planar

area whose borders were inside of the middle square, i.e. , the borders

Thus, phase differ-

Point Domins

Bela Julesz initiated a series of experiments starting in 1959
using coxputer produced random-dot stereograns.

By selecting the

possible brightnesses dot stimuli could carry, these dots could be
printed in approximately equal numbers for each brightness and placed
•!

on a stereogram card ih a random fashion.

As a result, no recogniz-

able shapes were present, and both half-views of a random-dot stereogram
are lndlstingulshable by monocular inspection, even when some portion

r
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of one half-vlev has been laterally displaced.
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unen a random-dot stereogram contains only two types of picture

However, viewing of

these stimuli through a stereoscope typically reveals the displaced

elements, each difference field will yield a 50% mtch by chance alone,

section of dots as appearing in depth relative to a background of non-

with the percent of chance matches decreasing with increasing nuhoers

disparate dots.

of character types.

Variation in the size and nuneroslty of dot stimuli

Point domains presumably must exhibit brightness

has yielded perceptual results which soDetitnes have been novel or at

and positional correspondences alove chance so that verldical depth

variance with the data obtained using fewer and larger stimuli.

will be perceived.

In

particular, the contributions of brightness and geometric shape have
been reconsidered in .the light of research using dot stimuli.

The

Julesz (1964) has c`1ted two principles specifying

the relative number of correlated dots needed to produce clear depth
areas.:

I, .the number of similar points 1§ inversely proportional to

work of Julesz and others will be considered in its relationship to

the number of brightnesses available to the points; and 2, a§ point

both brightness and shape and to a refomulation of these traditional

domains increase in size, the minimum number of correlated points must

stimulus factors in terns of difference fields among point domains.

likewise increase.

The Lotion of point domain matching is used to describe the

These principles are consistent with the importance

of "connectivity" exhibited by adjacent points of similar brightness

stimulus conditions associated with randomdot stereograms, but it

since such dot clusters would facilitate the location of dif ference

also has pE±g!± £±s±± applicability to the texture gradient features

fleld§ by making them more distinctive and less likely to be confused

of the nortnal visual environinent.

with other c.orrelated dot groupings.

Point domains are groups of stimulus

Julesz (1964) observed that some

elements in the two half-view.s of a randotnrdot stereogran which have

ways of changing one half-view of a random-dot stereogran by 25%

related positi6ns and brightnesses.

preserved stereopsis, while others did not, and he suggested that the

In order to obtain matches of

correlated point domains, sufficiently strong difference fields must

extent to which connectivity was disturbed was an important factor in

be found.

deteminlng these results.

If the brightness and disparity magnitudes are assigned

Julesz's theory of point domin dratching

nuhoers, correspondence of stimulus elements possessitlg similar magni-

also corresponds to some general findings concerning the time required

tudes would yield a zero difference if a subtraction process were

for §tereopsis to be experienced under various stimulus conditions.

''

involved in point domain zltatching. Julesz (1968, 1971, Ch. 4) proposed

Generally, the time required for perception of stereoscopic depth
I

a model incorporating a central mechanism which "shif ts" monocular

varies directly with the amount of parallax shift, the extent of com-

stimulus inputs la'terally with a subtraction process involved at

plexity (being non-planar), and with area §1ze (Julesz,1964).

each "shift."

complexity and disparity as well as larger areas increase the chance

•'

Although the validity of this model is not of direct

Greater

concern here, it helps to clarify the concept of point domain matching

of matching non-corresponding or false point domains, which is appar-

as lt applies to stereoscopic stimuli.

ently reflected in the time required for the formation of a stable percept.
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stereopsls, and the combined view corresponded to the clearer of the

The stimulus conditions prevailing in random-dot stereograns
have produced results which have modif led early empirical findings con-

cemlng the amount of disparity between similar stimulus elements yielding a fused image and the perceptual ef fects of vertical disparity.

The

largest stimulus disparity yielding a fused image or fused image in
depth is the threshold value for Panun's fusional area.

Values range

from six minutes of arc at the fovea to 20 minutes of arc at about six

degrees of arc f ron the center of the eye when only a fen lines or
dots are used (Julesz,1967).

However, if images stabilized on a

subject's retina are part of a random-dot stereogran and are slowly
pulled apart after having been binocularly fused, they may be separated
by as much as 120 minutes of arc before they are seen individually.
Once separ`ated they must be within six minutes of arc. to. be fused again

(Julesz,1967).

As Julesz suggests, structure density seems to be the

determiner c}f width of Panum's area.

Traditional findings concerning

the directi.on of disparity have also been revised.

The anount of

vertical dl§pafity which can be t61erated with stereopsis being preserved was a.ctually less for randomdot §tereograms than for line
drawings (Julesz,1967).

These findings may be related to the fact

that there is disparity among every picture element in displaced
regions of random-dot stereograms, whereas disparity may be primarily
at the boundaries of stimuli having expanses of area homogeneous in
brightness.

. ,'

Random-dot s.¢efeograms nortnally allowing stereopsls have been

found to sustain unilateral alterations ln brightness and shape viithout
depth perception being lost as a consequence.

Blurring one half-view

of a randonLdot stereogran by photographing it out of focus pemitted

two lnages. (Julesz,1965).

Unifom expan.sion of the 61ack elements in

a half-view of a random-dot stereogran by 20% (Ju|esz,1963), or similar
expansion of both black and white elements by 10% (Julesz, 1965) per-

ritted stereopsis.

Depth could also be Dalntained when one half-vlev

was rotated by as much as 7° (Jule§z.,1964).

These results are not only

remarkable in themselves, but they additionally weaken the necessity of
a rigid correspondence-of congruent geometric shapes sometimes required

ln less complex stereograns.
Additional evidence has been provided by Julesz (1963) support-

1ng the view of stereop§is as basically a process of matching point

douralns rather than one of matching shapes which are sirilar, at least
ln tens of being congruent.

In general, when an operation was `per-

famed on one field of a random-dot stereogran which allowed stereop§is, .

unl£om expansion of that field also yielded stereopsis.

Thus, with a

depthful random-dot stereogran.having only black and white picture

elements, unifoin expansion. of the black elements in one half-view
mltltained stereopsis even though there were no matching boundaries, a

stlnulus condition opposite that in Helcholtz's classic experiment where
ldentlcally shaped but opposite brightness lines produced stereopsis.
while neither geometric shape nor boundary correspondence was crucial
''

under uniform expansion of half-views of a normally depthful stereo•'

gram, geometric shape correspondence was critical when clusters 6£

identical brightness elements in one half-view were replaced by an

outline of corresponding brightness on the inside borders of the
clusters.

On the other hand. when neither or both fields were outlined,

geonetrlc shape was not crucial.

Then both half-views were outlined,
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but one had the black elements expanded prior to outlining, local

the borders of the half-view having only outlined black element clusters

lrregularitle§ in disparity were present, but stereopsis persisted.

expanded would consequently prohibit this matching.

Apparently, similarities of micropatterns. (i.e. , outlines in both

The foregoing experiments by Julesz (1963, 1964, 1965, 1967,

half-views) compensated for lack of uniformity in boundary correspon-

1968, 1971) force a reconsideration of the importance of geometric

dence, and stereopsls obtained locally.

shape for stereopsis.

The above mentioned importance of correspondence in boundary

Traditional stereoscopic stimuli have typically

exhibited both correspondence in shape and overlap of boundaries, i.e. ,

posltlon when the contour operation was performed on one half-view

congruence.

of a iandondot stereogran was further discussed by J.ulesz (1963).

congruence was not always required for stereopsis, but at least some

Outlining of a half-view so that outlines of black element clusters

aspect of geometric shape still seemed to be irreplaceable by the notion

fall on the outside of their boundaries produced local irregularities

of relative brightness.

in dl§parity and overlap of opposite brightness contours in the com-

of the brightness pattern of Stimulus elements as opposed to super-

blned view; this operation was also equivalent to changing one half-

iaposition of identical borders (shape corresponderice) is minimally

view to contours and then reversing their brightness.

required for stereopsis, except in the case of contour-formation in

This stereogram

Kaufman's work with letter stereogram§ showed that shape

In random-dot stereograms. relative position

did not allow depth perception and would seem to be a departure from

one half-view; here, identity of stimulus shape and not exact super-

the general rule specifying iritegrity of stereop§is under unifom expan-

1xposition of borders is critical.

sion of a half-view of a stereogran that is depthful prior to the
distortion oper:tion.

Nonetheless, unifom expansion of both black

With the type of stereograms used by Julesz in most of the
experiments reviewed, only black and white picture elements were used.
...

and white elements in the outlined half-vlev of this stereogram did

Uniform expansion of one of these elements actually changes the overall

permit stereopsis. Julesz stated that in the case of expansion of out-

geometric shape of the other.

lined black element clusters the borders of the treated half-view were

outlined, this procedure was not disruptive of stereopsis even though

irregular (i.e., by being expanded, the boundaries of the black ele-

nonLcongruent shapes were present.

r

When neither or both half-views were

Under unilateral contour formation,
'

ments protruded from the main borders of the. stereogram), whereas

however, such. a discrepancy in shape congruence inhibited stereopsis,

this was not the case when both types .of outlined elements were expanded.

and depth could only be observed when. Itone or all elements were uni-

Julesz also hypothes:ized that dissimilar micropatterns allowed only

fomly expanded, an.!operation which preserved the geometric proportions

uniform expansion or contraction of all elements in a half-view as an

of shape but not correspondence of shape boundaries.

alternate to complete corigruence, and stereopsis occurred by an optimal

would appear that departqure f ron shape correspondence better accounts

matching of the entirety of both half-views.

for the lack of stereopsis under unilateral contour-fomation when one

I

Thus, irregularities in

'1

Therefore, it
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of the element types is expanded than the protrusion of element borders

stereograns, which have a relatively high number of individual stimulus

from the main borders of the stereogram as Julesz (1963) proposed.

elements, convey stereoscopic information in tens of horizontal dis-

The picture suggested by Julesz's .experiments with random-dot

parity or displacement between spatially.correlated collections of these

stereograms indicates that difference fi;1ds resulting f ron correspond-

stimulus elements in tens of related brightness, stimulus element

1ng point domains can be mediated by different combinations of stimulus

portrayal, and geometric shape correspondence; and 2, and when stimulus

factors.

elements are portrayed in the same Way, deviations from shape corres-

When stimulus elements are poitrayed in the same way (i.e. ,

by outlines or by areas of homogeneous brightness) and have correspond-

pondence can be tolerated, whereas dissimilar element portrayal necessi-

ing b.rightndsses and relative positions, some departure from shape

tate; close shape correspondence.

congruence can be tolerated, as the demonstrations with uniform expansion

nufroer of large stimulus elements are less tolerant of departures from

or blurring of elements ln one half-view indicated.

shape congruence with stereopsis being maintained.

This formulation

Stereograms having a relatively few

Therefore, the

of corresponding point domains might also explain the preservation of

relatively even dispersion of a high number of stimulus elements in

depth with the rotation of a half-view since relative spatial orientation

random-dot stereograns is also an inportant factor ln determining the

would not be destroyed.

effect on §tereopsis by the stimulus properties, shape and brightness.

However, by changing the way stimulus elements

in one half-view are portrayed, the importance of geometric shape

White (1962) has done a nuqfoer of studies to determine more

corre§ponden.¢e, perhaps conjoined with relative position, becomes

fully the stimulus conditions- pemitting stereopsis with random-dot

critical for th: occurrence of effective difference fields.

stereograns.

Altemation

Either half-vieri of his stereogra.ms contained a 64 by 64

of only one eleinent type in the outlined half of an otherwise standard

array of dots with an equal miriber of four brightnesses assigned to the

random-dot Stereogram, with the attendant disruption of stereopsis,

picture elerients.

attests to the importance of shape correspondence, and this factor may

of times they are printed, White explored the brightness differences

actually be more important than border irregularity of the outlined

among various combinations of dots producing a dif ference field large

half-vlev.

enouch to allow stereopsis.
''

The possibility for other ef fective combinations of stimuli for

By varying the brightnesses of the dots by the nuhoer

Dots whose brightnesses were different
I

but close together in magnitude were not seen ln depth when made dls''

difference fields may be tenable, but. for random-dot stereograus the

parate, indicating that the differenc.e 'fleld was not strong enough to

crlclcal importance' of shape correspondence and stimulus element por-

tnediate stereopsis..i A slightly larger difference among the brightnesses

trayal, with relative position and corresponding brightness as ;

did allow depth to be seen.

common factor, seems consistent with Julesz's findings and possibly

brightness threshold for the effectiveness of difference fields.

•'

sore of Kaufman's work, too.

Stated more precisely:

I, random-dot

These results suggest the existence of a
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The amount of disparity and the size of disparate regions in
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random-dot stereograns are important deterriners of how stereoscopic

right to left. no strong difference fields would be expected from a

stlmull will affect depth perception.

lateral displacement of one of these regions, although weak ones would

Thlte (1962) found that lateral

dlsplacements of a 32 by 32 dot inner region in a stereogran having

occur.

64 by 64 element half-views could be as great as 25% the length of a

curved instead of f lat owing to the non-linear decrease ln brightness

half-view with stereopsis still being ob.talned.

across the area.

When the "inner"

region was made as large as the half-views themselves, a one coluni
dlspa?1ty did not produce stereopsis.

If the half-views were one

A depth effect Has in fact perceived, but the region looked

The results were taken to indicate that the quality

of depth can vary with the strength of dif ference f ield§ obtainable
` from the stimulus arrangements employed.

colum larger than the displaced area, a one colum disparity was

The last study by White (1962) to be discussed concer.ns dot-size

weakly depthful, and the effect occurred when any three borders of the

to dot`-separation ratios.

background were covered in this way.

were seen as tangent when they were separated by a distance of four

For. patent stereopsis two or

\

more borders .of the background were required to be present.

These

dots.

With the viewing distances used, two dots

The size of the disparate region in the stereogran remained con-

results were consistent with the idea that a comparative relationship

§tant, while the number of dots present varied with dot separation

Oetween difference fields was required for stereoscopic depth perception.

distances which ranged from 5 to 257.

Lower. limits as well as upper limits were placed on the size of
disparate regions in White's stereogram§.

An inner region of a random-

Separation of 25 6r less gave

patent stereopsis, and separation of 51 or more did not.

By photo-

graphically. ieducing a 51 dot separation display to a density comparable

dot stereogran c.ould be a vertical or horizontal band laterally dig-

to that found' with .the 25 dot separation condition, stereopsis could

placed and runn.ing the entire width or length of the background, or

still not be at,tained.

the disparate region could be as short as five units (dots) in lengtb

dot separati6n display can be enlarged without disrupting stereopsis

with depth still being perceived.

point

No positive results were obtained

with a disparity involving only two dots.

By shifting horizontally

every other colum ln one half-view, good stereopsis was observed, .

These results taken with the fact that a 25

to the importance of the size-separation ratio as opposed to

absolute measures of density.

Hence, these results provide another

feature of the spatial relations among stimulus elements which Julesz
`,

and White's subjects usually reported a :,section lying in depth behind

(1971) has already shown to be important for stereop§is.
•,

I

what was described as a "beaded screen."

A shift of every fifth

•!

colum, however, gav.e rise to only a perception of scattered dots or

clusters of dots lying ln depth.

Finally, if the inner region of either

half-view contained colums of dots which got progressively lighter f ron

S-ry
The brightness stlmull involved ln research on stereoscopi.c
depth uere considered under three categories:

2. contrast-ratio; and 3, sign of brichtness.

1, absolute brightness:

Those stimuli having
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opposite brightness sign and contrast-ratios were called opposite bright-

effectively .disrupted stereopsls (Julesz.1963).

ness stimuli, while identical brightness sign with varying contrast-

responding portions of an opposite brightness stereogram were photo-

raLtlos was the criterion for relative brightness stimuli.

graphically enlarged, producing a stimulus condltlon where each half-view

The effect

However, when cor-

of these brightness §tinuli on stereopsis was found not to be independent

contained a relatively small number of large picture elements sparsely

of geometric shape, and the positional arrangements of stimulus elements

distributed (i.e., having a low spatial density), stereopsis could be

in each monocular field also appeared to be an important factor for

achieved (Julesz,1964).

d.etemining the effect of brightness on stereopsis.

and lower-case letters of the alphabet .(Kaufman & Pltblado, 1965) as

I.1ttle research has been devoted to the study of absolute brigivt-

Finally, the use of rings (Treismn,1962)

stlmull did not permit stereopsis when opposite brightness conditions

ness as it affects stereoscopic depth, although interesting studies on

prevailed, but opposite brightness lines (Heltholtz, 1865) and disks

binocular brightness perception have been done (e.g. , Levelt,1966).

(Ifaufrmi & Pitblado, 1969) did allow stereopsis.

KaufDan & Picblado (1965) demonstrated that Donocular differences ln

The above results with opposite brightness stereogran§ were

absolute brightness can be tolerated without loss of perceived depth

considered in terns of two stimulus variables:

ln a letter §tereogran, but the range of such brightness. differences

by outline and shape rendered by a region of homogeneous brightness;

which allows stereopsis has not been explored.

and 2. spatial density, especially in random-dot stereograms.

Present research on

1, shape as portrayed

While

brightness stimuli (Jule§z, 1963; Kaufman & Pltblado, 1965) has empha-

these two vari.ables appeared to be important stimulus factors in the

sized the importance of brightness Sign and contrast-ratio, and the

studies of opposite brightness ster.eograms reviewed, there ls at present

importance of relative brightness may lie ln the possibility of its

no research to .inlfy these results or to indicate that these variable§

altering the relative effectiveness of the latter two stimulus factors,

are the only ones essential to an understanding of these data.

but as of yet there is no` specific evidence supporting this contention.

The ef fectiveness of opposite brightness stereograns in the

Brightness disparity of stimuli having the same or similar rela-

tlve brightnesse§ can result in stereopsis, even if these stlnuli differ

production of stereopsis has not been unambiguously assessed at present.

somewhat in geometric shape.

When the nonocular views of +a random-do.t 'stereogran contained clusters

jointly define relative brightness, have :not been independently

`'

•'

of solid dots replaced by outlines so. that the two half-views contained

Brightness sign, and contrast-ratio, which
''

'

assessed, although Trelslnan (1962) has .shown that they are most effec.,

identical but oppos`|te brightness outlines, weak stereopsis occurred

tlve when they are cl.osely correlated binocularly.

(Julesz,1963).

under which differences ln geometric form can be tolerated without

On the other hand, with the opposite brightness relation-

The conditions

9hlp between figural elements ln the two half-views being maintained,

disrupting stereopsis based on relative brightness disparity have not

replacement of one or both outlined half-views with solid picture elements

been fully determined.

The demonstiations of Kaufmiri (1964b) have
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indicated that the extent of correlation of stimulus shape within the
monocular view of a letter stereogram may be an important determiner

of whether relative brightness disparity will be effective.
Relative brightness disparity can not only occur between individual
elements of a stereogram, but also between collections of stimuli in

which only some of the elements actually exhibit brightness disparity.
For example, the letter stereograns of Kaufman (1964b) and Kaufmn &

Pltbl:do (1365) contained equal size letter matrices in each half-view.

The allocation of brightness values in all or part of one of the

mtrlces was identical except for a middle. inner matrix in one half-view

containing a uniform horizontal shift of the brightness by a letterspace.

Such an operation produced brightness disparity among some but \

not all of the elements in the affected regions.

However, if depth

occurred, it was` global, i.e., it involved the entirety of both inner
matrices and not just those elements of the matrices which mere digpalate; Kfufnan & Pltblado (1965). also refer to this relationship
between array.§.` of stimulus elements as pattern disparity.

The conditions

which allow a whole region of a stereogram to be seen in depth when

only some of its constituents are disparate are in need of exploration.
Julesz (1971) and White (1962) have proposed spatial density of picture

elements as a condition, at least in random-dot stereograms.

The

''

letter stereograms considered in this I.eview had elements arranged in
•'

comparable positions in either half-view, and this spatial correlation,
which also occurs i`h correlated point domains, my well be another

factor ln producing global stereopsi§, but more research ls needed to
substantiate this contention.

Finally, Kaufman'§ (1964b) work suggests

that similarity of geometric. shape was a determiner of global stereopsls.

When correlated regions in both half-views of a stereogram dif fer

laterally in their locations in a comon frame of reference, these
regions will be perceived in depth.

The correlated regions may either

be collections of similar figural stimuli or they may be planar regions
of the same size.

Phase differences between correlated parts of a

stereogram include lateral border disparity as a special case.

The

vertical portions of the cormon frame of reference appear to be of
particula.r importance for producing a phase difference.

The determiners

of just what conditions constitute two areas within a stereogran as

''correlated" have been given limited exploration, and identical brightness and geometric fom have been shown by Kaufman (1965) to be adequate
for produelng a correlation.

Also, Law§on & Gulick (`1967) have shown

that dif ferential horizontal locations of coinensurate areas of identical homogeneous brightness ln a cotmon frame of reference can produce

an adequate . correlation.

The .presence of perceptible binocular rivalry has not been shown

to be systenatlcally connected with the presence or absence of stereop-

sls.

Binocular rivalry of stimuli having opposite signs of brightness

seemed to be more disruptive of stereopsis than when the rivalrous

8Clmuli hid the same brightness signs but differing

ratlos.

brightness contrast-

Binocular rivalry may also mediate binocular perception of fom.
The notion. of point domains has been `extenslvely developed by

Bela Julesz (1963, 1964, 1967, 1971), and lt is a way of concepitualizing

the stimulus condit|bn5 for stereopsis in tens of clusters of flgural
elements having certain properties in common.

More specifically, areas

perceived in depth correspond to strong dif ference fields resulting from
collections `or domains of stimulus elements which are correlated ln
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tens of the way they are portrayed (as solid areas of brightness or
as outline.s), position, brightness, and geometric congruence, or some

coholnation of these factors.

Point domains act as a whole, i.e.,

produce global perception, and they can retain their stimulus properties

ln spite of certain unifom variations in their components.
Then the stimulus elements of a random-dot §tereogram form point

do"1ns correlated in terms of portrayal (areas of homogeneous brightness ?r outlines). brightness, and position, then geometric shape is of
reduced importance for stereopsis.

However, when the portrayal of stimu-

lug elements in the two half-views are dissinilar, a§ when the solid
picture elements in one half-view of a random-dot stereogram are replaced

by outlines, geometric shape correspondence along with relative position

and relative brightness agreement is needed to define difference fields
of point domains.

Thus, individuation of point domains appears to pro-

ceed by a unique cofroination of relative position and brighthess agreeDent correl.at.ed tJith uniform stimulus element portrayal and/or geometric

shape correspondence of sti"1us elements, and this foinlation of
what constitutes correlated point domains parallels to some extent the
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